INTERCOLLEGIATE PEACE ORATIONS

LOCAL CONTEST TO BE HELD March 9, Prof. A. G. BACON CHAIRMAN OF MAIN BRANCH
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL

Three years. Bachelor graduates are permitted to take the course for the Bachelor’s Degree in two years. Candidates must have earned certain legal studies (e. g., Constitutional Law, etc.) and if they obtain an average of an “A” standing, they are eligible for the law degree. For information address

WILLIAM E. WALZ, Dean
AUBURN, MAINE

FOWLES’ CHOCOLATE SHOP
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Fowles’ Chocolate Shop

May you have your payment on time.
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some of the ideas expressed in these
things that might have happened.

The term “cut” would not call it “cut” system at all. In
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The students of Tufts University have voted to abolish the annual "Current Song" between the Sophomores and the Freshmen. A very bright future was predicted for the new song, but the Freshmen have already dropped it in favor of a more modern style.
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Bates Street Cut Price Shoe Store

Opposite Bates Street Shirt Factory
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BATES BOYS GET GOOD CLOTHES
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DR. SARGENT'S GYM, SHOES

used exclusively in Smith.

No custom-made clothes may be obtained in Lewiston now. Special orders in 3 days.
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We are Agents for the Falcon

E. V. PRICE

CUSTOM-MADE CLOTHES

for Men. 100 samples to pick from. Every one guaranteed All work.$75,000 worth in the earlier years of the College and under different economic conditions was executed as adequate.

The effort to secure a Bates Union with special reference to the region, the necessities of many of our Y.M.C.A. and a suitable gymnasium for the mens of the College will be removed as soon as opportunity presents. Work done in the months of $75,000 have been secured for the Bates Union, but the payment of these is conditioned upon a total building fund of $100,000.
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